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US dollar struggles for direction ahead of data despite rise in yields
Apr 8, 2024 09:30PM
By Stefano Rebaudo

(Reuters) -The dollar struggled for direction on Tuesday as investors were cautious ahead of inflation data due on Wednesday, while U.S. Treasury yields rose with markets scaling back their bets on future Federal Reserve rate cuts.

The yen hovered near multi-decade lows, keeping traders on alert for any signs of intervention.

Traders in Fed fund futures bet on a total of 62 basis points (bps) of Federal... (continue reading...)
 





Dollar bulls to continue stampede as Fed speak to keep Treasury yields higher
Apr 8, 2024 04:21PM
Investing.com -- The dollar will likely continue flexing its muscles against its rivals as the recent explosive jump in Treasury yields could keep going as Federal Reserve speakers are poised to reiterate the need for the Federal Reserve to remain cautious on cutting rates too early.Â  Â 

If the pattern of last week continues, the Fed speakers slated for this week "will sound hawkish, as they try to put daylight between themselves and Jay Powell's 'dovish' tone from... (continue reading...)
 





Asia FX muted, dollar steady as June rate cut bets recede
Apr 8, 2024 02:19AM
Investing.com-- Most Asian currencies kept to a tight range on Monday, while the dollar steadied as a blowout nonfarm payrolls report saw traders sharply scale back expectations the Federal Reserve will cut interest rates in June.Â 

Anticipation of more cues on U.S. interest rates- specifically from inflation data and more Fed commentary- also kept sentiment towards Asian markets largely on edge.Â 

Dollar steadies as markets price out June rate cut betsÂ 
The dollar... (continue reading...)
 





US dollar skids ahead of inflation data; yen not far from 1990 lows
Apr 7, 2024 09:16PM
By Gertrude Chavez-Dreyfuss

NEW YORK (Reuters) -The dollar slid on Monday as investors focused on U.S. inflation data due later this week, while the yen dipped to near 34-year lows, with traders remaining alert for any potential action from Japanese authorities to support the weakening currency.

The greenback fluctuated last week as traders digested a mixed bag of economic data amid a slowdown in services growth followed by unexpectedly... (continue reading...)
 





Dollar steadies, on track for weekly loss after job growth blowout
Apr 4, 2024 09:13PM
By Hannah Lang

NEW YORK (Reuters) -The dollar strengthened on Friday but was still set for a weekly loss after data showed U.S. employers hired far more workers than expected in March, potentially delaying anticipated interest rate cuts from the Federal Reserve this year.

Nonfarm payrolls increased by 303,000 jobs last month, the Labor Department said in its closely watched employment report on Friday. Economists polled by Reuters had... (continue reading...)
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Apr 4, 2024 03:03AM
Tame Swiss inflation opens door for more SNB rate cuts, weighs on franc






	
Apr 4, 2024 12:32AM
Morning Bid: Yen down on everything but the dollar






	
Apr 3, 2024 09:17PM
Dollar hits two-week low, moves lower against yen






	
Apr 3, 2024 08:12PM
US dollar to stay strong as markets delay Fed rate-cut bets: Reuters poll






	
Apr 3, 2024 06:08AM
Dollar edges lower, but still at elevated levels ahead of Fed speeches






	
Apr 2, 2024 09:26PM
Dollar dips, yen steady after inching near 152 level






	
Apr 2, 2024 06:31AM
Dollar stabilizes near recent highs; sterling gains on strong PMI data






	
Apr 2, 2024 05:32AM
Ex-BOJ chief Kuroda sees recent yen falls as excessive, Nikkei says






	
Apr 1, 2024 09:14PM
Dollar dips while jawboning supports yen






	
Apr 1, 2024 08:39PM
Japan warns of action against excessive yen volatility






	
Mar 31, 2024 09:12PM
Dollar higher after manufacturing data lowers June rate bets






	
Mar 28, 2024 09:37AM
ECB rate cut in June looking more certain, what follows less so- Reuters poll






	
Mar 28, 2024 06:03AM
Asia FX steadies ahead of more Fed cues; USDJPY on intervention watch






	
Mar 27, 2024 08:53PM
Dollar gains before key inflation data






	
Mar 27, 2024 05:59AM
USDJPY hits 1990 highs as yen weakens; Intervention in focus






	
Mar 27, 2024 05:57AM
Asia FX falls, USDJPY at 1990 highs as dollar strengthens






	
Mar 26, 2024 09:26PM
Japan's yen hits 34-year low, sparking intervention warnings






	
Mar 26, 2024 11:26AM
BofA: USD bulls are back






	
Mar 26, 2024 06:41AM
Dollar slips ahead of key PCE release; euro bounces






	
Mar 25, 2024 09:09PM
Dollar up: yen edges lower after Japanese finance minister comments






	
Mar 25, 2024 07:27AM
Dollar slips ahead of Fed's favored inflation gauge; euro, sterling edge higher






	
Mar 24, 2024 09:02PM
Yen steady after intervention warning, dollar dips






	
Mar 22, 2024 07:02AM
Dollar soars with U.S. economy on solid ground; sterling slumps






	
Mar 21, 2024 11:29PM
China yuan slides to four-month low, state banks step in






	
Mar 21, 2024 09:19PM
Dollar strengthens after big shift in global rate outlook






	
Mar 21, 2024 03:11PM
EUR/USD to continue to decline as ECB poised to cut rates faster than the Fed: MS






	
Mar 21, 2024 08:02AM
UK inflation 'moving in right direction' for rate cuts, Bank of England says






	
Mar 21, 2024 08:02AM
BOE Monetary Policy Summary, March 2024






	
Mar 21, 2024 06:59AM
Dollar steadies after sharp losses; Swiss franc slumps on rate cut






	
Mar 20, 2024 08:56PM
Dollar gains on risk sentiment, Swiss franc falls on surprise rate cut






	
Mar 20, 2024 06:56AM
Dollar strengthens ahead of Fed decision; sterling slips after CPI






	
Mar 19, 2024 09:27PM
Dollar weakens after Fed meeting, yen strengthens






	
Mar 19, 2024 06:58AM
Dollar gains ahead of Fed meeting; yen slumps despite BOJ hike






	
Mar 19, 2024 05:57AM
Asia FX falls with Fed meeting on tap; USDJPY tests 150 after BOJ hike






	
Mar 19, 2024 12:05AM
Yen down with JGB yields, stocks rally after landmark BOJ policy pivot






	
Mar 18, 2024 08:50PM
Yen slides to four-month low despite historic BOJ shift; dollar firm






	
Mar 17, 2024 09:39PM
Dollar up, yen steady as BOJ policy shift looms






	
Mar 15, 2024 06:33AM
Dollar on course for positive week after hot inflation data; euro gains






	
Mar 15, 2024 06:12AM
Asia FX falls, dollar at over 1-week high as hot inflation feeds Fed jitters






	
Mar 14, 2024 09:47PM
US dollar poised for biggest weekly gain since mid-January; yen falls ahead of BOJ






	
Mar 14, 2024 09:28AM
BOJ Poised To End Negative Policy Rate At March Meeting - Jiji vs Bloomberg






	
Mar 14, 2024 06:15AM
Dollar gains ahead of PPI release; euro seeks ECB clues






	
Mar 13, 2024 05:47AM
Dollar steady after strong CPI; GBP treads water with data dump in focus






	
Mar 12, 2024 09:18PM
US dollar drifts lower, market consolidates gains post-inflation data






	
Mar 11, 2024 09:45PM
US dollar advances after firmer-than-expected inflation data






	
Mar 11, 2024 06:02AM
Dollar unloved ahead of key US inflation data; euro near eight-week high






	
Mar 10, 2024 09:32PM
Yen rises as investors eye Japan policy move; bitcoin soars to new record






	
Mar 8, 2024 09:42AM
Exclusive-Some ECB policymakers float back-to-back June, July cuts, sources say






	
Mar 8, 2024 06:54AM
Dollar just higher ahead of payrolls; euro hands back some gains






	
Mar 7, 2024 08:15AM
ECB announces monetary policy decisions
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